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Human actions typically occur over a well localized extent in both space
and time. Similarly, as typically captured in video, human actions have
small spatiotemporal support in image space. This paper capitalizes on
these observations by weighting feature descriptors for action recognition
over those areas within a video where actions are most likely to occur. To
enable this selective pooling operation, we define a novel measure of spacetime saliency, ST , that is designed to highlight human actions in temporal
sequences of images. Figure 1 illustrates our approach for a ball catching
action and compares our spacetime saliency measure with ground truth annotations from [3] and [9].
In our work, we adopt the popular Bags-of-visual-Word (BoW) approach to recognition consisting of three general steps: primitive feature
extraction, feature encoding and feature pooling that accumulates encoded
features over pre-defined regions. The major novelty in our contribution
arises via selective encoding and pooling. Our approach dynamically encodes and pools primitive feature measurements via a new definition of
spacetime saliency weights, ST . While previous research has made use of
saliency measures as part of an action recognition approach (e.g., [1, 7]),
ours is novel in its definition of spacetime saliency based on directional
motion energy contrast and spatial variance to capture actions. These two
components are motivated directly by two corresponding observations about
foreground human actions. First, actions typically involve a foreground motion that is distinct from the surrounding background. Indeed, even in the
presence of global camera motion, a foreground action will exhibit a different (superimposed) pattern of motion. For example, a participant in a
sporting event will yield a motion that is distinct from that of overall camera
motion when he or she is engaged in their sporting activity. We refer to this
property as motion contrast. Second, action patterns typically are spatially
compact, while background motions are more widely distributed across an
image sequence. For example, even interactions between two people (e.g.,
a hug, handshake or kiss) occupy a relatively small portion of an image.
We refer to this second property as motion variance. In combination, these
two properties are used to define our measure of spacetime saliency, ST , for
capturing foreground action motion.
In general, our dynamically adaptive saliency weighting can be applied
essentially to any local feature measurements. Here, it is illustrated using
various combinations of improved dense trajectories (IDT) [8] and a novel
extension to Spatiotemporal Oriented Energies (SOE) [2], termed Locally
Aggregated Temporal Energy (LATE), both encoded by Fisher vectors [5].
Significantly, in empirical evaluation the approach is competitive with and
can even exceed the previous state-of-the-art in action recognition on three
standard datasets, including J-HMDB [3], HMDB51 [4] and UCF101 [6].
Table 1 provides a sampling of our empirical results, with detailed comparison to alternatives available in the complete paper.
The results of our paper suggest the importance of explicitly concentrating processing on regions where an action is likely to occur during recognition.
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Figure 1: Our proposed measure of spacetime saliency, ST , to enhance feature pooling for action recognition. Input frames of a video from the JHMDB dataset [3] showing a catch action. (d) Ground truth puppet mask
annotation [3]. (e) The puppet flow generated from ground truth body part
annotations [9]. (f) Our spacetime saliency measure, ST , for weighting the
contribution of local spatiotemporal features for action recognition. Note the
large similarities between the user-annotated puppet flow and our saliency
measure which is computed efficiently from motion statistics without any
form of supervision.
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